Tennis Tournament Results
Carolina Kickoff
01/13-15/2023 at Columbia, SC (Carolina Indoor Tennis Center)

Singles competition

#11 Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. #27 Casie Wooten (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
#109 Mahak Jain (Georgia Tech) def. Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-3, 6-3
#104 Alejandra Cruz (Georgia Tech) def. Whitley Pate (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-3, 4-6, 6-3
Rosie Garcia Gross (Georgia Tech) def. Jingyi Li (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-3, 6-0
Ruth Marsh (Georgia Tech) def. Maddie Lynch (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4, 6-4
Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) def. Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-1, 6-3
#20 Ayana Akli (South Carolina) def. #59 Maria Sholokhova (Wisconsin) 6-0, 6-4
#82 Ava Markham (Wisconsin) def. Elise Mills (South Carolina) 6-1, 6-3
Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) def. Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) 6-3, 5-7, 6-3
Alina Mukhortova (Wisconsin) def. Ana Cruz (South Carolina) 6-1, 7-5
Xinyu Cai (Wisconsin) def. Misa Malkin (South Carolina) 6-1, 6-3
Charmaine Seah (Wisconsin) def. Alice Otis (South Carolina) 6-2, 4-6, 6-1
#20 Ayana Akli (South Carolina) def. #111 Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) 6-3, 6-2
#109 Mahak Jain (Georgia Tech) def. Elise Mills (South Carolina) 7-6 (7-2), 7-5
Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) def. #104 Alejandra Cruz (Georgia Tech) 6-1, 6-3
Rosie Garcia Gross (Georgia Tech) def. Ana Cruz (South Carolina) 6-2, 7-6 (7-3)
Misa Malkin (South Carolina) def. Ruth Marsh (Georgia Tech) 7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (7-3)
Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) def. Alice Otis (South Carolina) 6-4, 3-6, 6-5
#82 Ava Markham (Wisconsin) def. #27 Casie Wooten (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4, 6-0
Xinyu Cai (Wisconsin) def. Whitley Pate (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-3, 6-4
Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) def. Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 7-6 (7-5), 5-7, 6-3
Charmaine Seah (Wisconsin) def. Jingyi Li (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-1, 6-1
Ariel Johnson (Wisconsin) def. Maddie Lynch (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4, 6-4
Anisha Apte (Wisconsin) def. Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
#111 Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. #59 Maria Sholokhova (Wisconsin) 2-6, 6-2, 6-3
#82 Ava Markham (Wisconsin) def. #109 Mahak Jain (Georgia Tech) 6-2, 6-3
#104 Alejandra Cruz (Georgia Tech) def. Alina Mukhortova (Wisconsin) 7-6 (7-4), 4-6, 6-1
Rosie Garcia Gross (Georgia Tech) def. Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) 7-5, 6-4
Charmaine Seah (Wisconsin) def. Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) 7-5, 3-6, 6-1
#20 Ayana Akli (South Carolina) def. #27 Casie Wooten (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4, 6-1
Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) def. Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) 7-5, 6-4
Elise Mills (South Carolina) def. Whitley Pate (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-2, 6-3
Ana Cruz (South Carolina) def. Maddie Lynch (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-0, 6-1
Misa Malkin (South Carolina) def. Jingyi Li (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-1, 6-4
Alice Otis (South Carolina) def. Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-1, 6-0
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Doubles competition
Ayana Akli/Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) def. Casie Wooten/Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-2
Allie Gretkowski/Ana Cruz (South Carolina) def. Whitley Pate/Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-2
Maddie Lynch/Jingyi Li (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) def. McKenna Schaefbauer/Alice Otis (South Carolina) 7-6 (7-1)
#53 Carol Lee/Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) def. Alina Mukhotova/Xinyu Cai (Wisconsin) 6-4
Ava Markham/Maria Sholokhova (Wisconsin) def. Kylie Bilchev/Alejandra Cruz (Georgia Tech) 7-6 (7-1)
Charmaine Seah/Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) def. Mahak Jain/Ruth Marsh (Georgia Tech) 6-4
Ayana Akli/Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) def. Ava Markham/Maria Sholokhova (Wisconsin) 6-1
Ana Cruz/Allie Gretkowski (South Carolina) def. Xinyu Cai/Alina Mukhotova (Wisconsin) 6-2
Charmaine Seah/Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) def. Alice Otis/Misa Malkin (South Carolina) 6-3
Casie Wooten/Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) def. #53 Carol Lee/Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) 6-3
Alejandra Cruz/Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. Jingyi Li/Maddie Lynch (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-2
Mahak Jain/Ruth Marsh (Georgia Tech) def. Whitley Pate/Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4
Ayana Akli/Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) vs. Carol Lee/Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) no result
Ana Cruz/Allie Gretkowski (South Carolina) vs. Alejandra Cruz/Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) no result
Ava Markham/Maria Sholokhova (Wisconsin) def. Casie Wooten/Mia Ahmad (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-1
Xinyu Cai/Taylor Cataldi (Wisconsin) def. Jingyi Li/Maddie Lynch (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) 6-4
Whitley Pate/Nevena Carton (Wake Forest Women's Tennis) def. Alina Mukhotova/Ariel Johnson (Wisconsin) 6-4
#53 Carol Lee/Kate Sharabura (Georgia Tech) def. Ayana Akli/Gracie Mulville (South Carolina) 6-3
Alejandra Cruz/Kylie Bilchev (Georgia Tech) def. Ana Cruz/Allie Gretkowski (South Carolina) 6-4

Tournament notes: